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The better I get to know Cyprus the more I 
feel at home 

ABOUT  ME 
My name is Ahmed Nour. I am 20 years old , I am from Somalia and I’ve been living in Cyprus for the 
past 3.5 – 4 years. My initial plan coming to Cyprus was to proceed and go to Dublin and reconnect 
with my family but since this was not made possible I consider the island as my home. During this 
period I have had support local civil society organizations and Cypriots who helped me learn the local 
language and address and tackle all the challenges I faced. I am currently studying, with a scholarship, 
at a local college to get a high school degree and my plan is to pursue studies in Maths and Economics.   

MEETING AND ACQUAINTING MYSELF WITH THE 
LOCAL COMMUNITY 

BEING WELCOMED AND GETTING SETTLED IN CYPRUS 

In Cyprus, I was first living at the Migrant Centre in Larnaca and then moved to a shelter for unac-
companied minors, operated by Hope for Children, in Nicosia.  Despite the insecurity I first felt, being 
a foreigner in Cyprus, everyone was very welcoming and tried to support me both in terms of getting 
to know the local community but also granting me assistance with bureaucratic and legal issues. They 
arranged for me to attend school and take up Greek lessons and also organized various workshops for 
me and the rest of the people of the shelter to learn more and understand the local customs and the 
community in general. Moreover, by attending a technical school, where I interacted with and made 
Cypriot friends, was also very helpful for me allowing me to get settled in my new surroundings. 

FACING AND ADDRESSING CHALLENGES 

Overall, I believe that I did not face any considerable problems in my bid to integrate into the Cypriot 
society. The only complications I experienced was some initial difficulties in finding a school for me to 
attend, which were soon resolved with Hope for Children’s support. Also, the examination of my ap-
plications for family reconnection and my status in Cyprus took some time to be completed which was 
disheartening. However, throughout this period I had support from local CSOs and my friends, for 
which I am grateful.  

Throughout my presence in Cyprus, I tried to be confident in my interactions with the local people, 
teachers and pretty much everyone I have been dealing with and be open to learning from them. I 
tried my best, researching online and by attending workshops and lessons to learn as much as I can 
about Cyprus and its culture and community. This has allowed me to make a lot of friends who make 
me feel like home but also to learn about and pursue opportunities such as the scholarship I was given 
by a local college which will allow me to study for three years and get a high school degree which will 
help me follow my dreams. 

Ahmed Nour            
from Somalia,   

currently living 
in Cyprus 
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“I have always believed in the importance of education which I consider 
as key for personal success.” 

BECOMING THE MEMBER OF  LOCAL COMMUNITY 

ADVICE FROM MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

I had the pleasure of being invited, on numerous occasions, by my teachers and 
the officers of the Migrant Centre and Hope for Children to attend events and 
workshops. Such events were a great opportunity for me to get a better grasp of 
the Cypriot society. The workshops also provided me with practical advice on how 
to find a job along with information and skills which are and will continue to be 
useful in my journey on the island. Additionally, by attending a technical school, I 
became friends with Cypriots with whom I often play football or go out. 

 I have always believed in the importance of education which I consider as key for 
personal success, and I thought it was imperative for me to learn as more as pos-
sible about the country that is hosting me. Now, as I get to know Cyprus and its 
community better and as I expand my social circle, I am feeling more assured and 
comfortable being here. I attribute that, to a great extent, to the support I was 
given from the Hope for Children and its officers, as well as the advice I was given 
by individuals and my teachers.  

I now consider Cyprus as my home and I want to use the opportunities that were 
granted to me to continue my education, follow my dreams and build a life for 
myself.  

 

 

The most important advice I can give to a migrant arriving in Cyprus, or  any new entrant to any new community for that mat-
ter, is not to be afraid and to be open and receptive to the locals. If you are not open, they will not be open to you. Thus you 
need to put on an effort to interact with them, appreciate the help and support people give you and work towards learning 
more and understanding your host country. It is of extreme importance to try to integrate with the local community and ap-
preciate the importance of education. Try to enrol to school or take up lessons and workshops that will equip you with the 
skills that will allow you to build your future. You should do your best to follow up on your dreams.  

The latter is something in which local educators and officials should also further invest in. They should work towards provid-
ing migrants more opportunities to get better educated and also to learn and understand their rights as soon as they arrive in 
Cyprus. Moreover, they should explore ways for migrants to socialize more and interact with locals via other activities such as 
sports. 

 

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents 
which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of 
the information contained therein.  
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